
CHAPTER ONE 

After frost bites your fingertips, you have two hours until it circulates to your heart, 

freezing it forever; that’s what the cave mages say. That, and that belliberries make the best pies.  

I believed them when I was younger, until a treacherous snowstorm caught our family on 

the outskirts of the Wandering Mountains with little protection from the unrelenting snow that 

surrounded us through the bleak night. Though my fingers froze, my heart didn’t, and I never 

believed the cave mages again.  

Except about the belliberries. Those pies were divine. 

 Still, frozen heart or not, I pulled my parka closer around my neck and nuzzled into the 

thick fur as a harsh wind lashed across my red nose. 

 It was the strongest winter we’d had in ages, though they say that every year. Elenvérs 

hadn’t seen the heat of summer in hundreds of years since the kingdom moved to the ice palace 

nestled between the calm Northern Mountains and the enchanting Wandering Mountains. While 

the snow lessened during half the year, the ice never melted and the flowers never bloomed. We 

lived too far north for heat to find us now, and the court that once overlooked autumn colors now 

saw nothing but white mountaintops and endless icicles, until those who remembered warmth 

were gone and replaced by those who knew nothing but the heat of a mage’s magic. 

 The snow whipped up from banks along the rocks, swirling in the air and funneling 

through trees before settling back on the ground as the wind travelled to find a new playmate. 

Crystals draped from frosted trees, casting the glow of the morning sun into tiny fragments 

around me. White flakes rested on green pines that grew along the mountainside. The occasional 

cluster of snow fell from the trees with a soft sound as wind interrupted their slumber. 

 For a moment, the beauty captivated me. 



The Wandering Mountains might carry a fair amount of uncertainty, but they were far 

more beautiful than the predicable Northern Mountains. The crystallized trees. The calm snow. 

The frozen lakes. The peaceful air. 

 Focus. 

 It’d be easy to get lost in these mountains, but I had to stay alert. This was my one 

chance. If this didn’t work, I didn’t know what else I’d do. This was already a long shot. 

 My mind banished the doubt. I had to break the curse. 

 The White Bear only revealed itself to the pure of soul, and I’d washed my soul in the 

spring of refinement three times this morning to be certain the tricky creature showed itself to 

me. My plan was foolproof. 

 With my bow and arrow, I’d bring down the bear. An anxious finger rested on the relaxed 

string, rubbing nervously against the fletching while Elis gave my hand a sideways glance. 

 “Stop your fidgeting, you’re making me nervous.” 

 I peeked to my side. Elis looked anything but nervous, though I hardly knew what 

nervous looked like on her. Wolf’s fur lined her sharp face while subtle snowflakes rested 

against her brown hair and the tip of her eyelashes. She kept her frame hidden behind a large 

tree, utilizing the low pine branches as cover. Our vision was partly blocked, but we were 

equally concealed from the eyes of any who passed by if they didn’t look closely. Elis already 

mapped out our path up the tree if we needed to hide, putting a lot of faith in my ability as an 

archer to protect us once stuck in the tree. 

No one should pass by. The only ones who travelled into these frozen woods were 

aspiring knights looking for the White Bear to prove their value to their king. 

“It’s just a bear, we’ll be fine,” my voice came as a whisper. 



Elis whispered back, “I don’t think you understand what a bear is.” 

A grunt escaped my lips. “I’ve seen some of the knights who bring back the bear’s paw; 

I’m just as strong as them. It can’t be that ferocious.” 

When Elis didn’t reply, I glanced her direction, but her hazel eyes remained fixated on 

our surroundings as she slowly scanned the area. Large pine trees made it difficult to see much, 

but I appreciated the change in color that would hopefully provide an easier background to spot 

the White Bear. 

We’d travelled out early this morning before the sun peaked over the mountain tops. I’d 

always valued Elis for her reliability as a sister, but I’d never loved her more than when she 

agreed to join me this morning with no questions asked. Even still, as we’d crouched in the snow 

for hours seeking out the mysterious White Bear, she didn’t ask what I planned to do once we 

acquired its paw. Her unwavering loyalty amazed me, and I ranked it as one of her highest 

attributes.  

I didn’t tell her that enough. “I really appreciate you being here.”  

She glanced my direction. “Your nose is the same color as your hair. You look terrible.” 

Her candor was another one of her attributes that I enjoyed. Still, the corner of her mouth 

twitched upward as she repositioned herself. Her own nose carried a tint of redness to it as she 

sniffed. 

Red was good. Red was not blue. We might come out of this with frostbite, but we were 

not frozen. Not yet. 

I’d stay here until I froze beyond thawing if it meant I caught that bear. I needed this. 

I took a moment to bury my nose into the hood of my parka as the frosted fibers rubbed 

against my skin, providing little relief from the chill. This had already taken longer than 



predicted, and my stomach complained of hunger while my skin complained of the crippling 

cold. Where was that blasted bear? 

“Are you certain Briggs said he came here?” I asked Elis, whose suitor, Briggs, told her 

where he found the White Bear on his quest to become a knight. After retrieving the bear’s paw, 

he snuck past King Olin’s personal guards to hide it under the king’s pillow. The queen wasn’t 

amused but King Olin was impressed. Briggs was knighted the next day and began pursuing Elis 

a week later. 

His instructions to the bear sounded clear. Travel east from the caves of the people, down 

the Lost Man Trail to the edge of the Wandering Mountains. Go to the second mountain on the 

left, then travel halfway until you find a stream—free flowing despite the frozen temperature. 

Follow the stream to the source. The bear will be nearby. 

Besides the stream, there was little to distinguish this part of the Wandering Mountains 

from the rest of the range. Every inch of the rocks was coated in the same layer of snow and ice 

and pine trees. If it weren’t for the stream that flowed with clear water while the rest of the 

mountain stood frozen, I wouldn’t know this valley from the next. 

Travelers often got lost here, and it was easy to see why. It wasn’t marked with mines 

and civilization like the Northern Mountains were. The Wandering Mountains were large and 

uncharted and lifeless. Mostly lifeless. 

Perhaps we were lost. Crossing another mountain would take too much time; we must 

return to Elenvérs castle before anyone questioned our absence. It wasn’t unusual for Elis and me 

to take off for a week at a time, but whenever we left, trouble usually found us. After a few days, 

the king would send a few knights looking for us. It was his way of showing he cared. 



Elis gave me one of her famous sighs. “Of course I’m not certain, but I’m fairly sure. 

Why are we here anyway?” 

Ah, she finally asked. I wasn’t ready to share the answer. Instead, I mumbled in reply, 

and she frowned.  

Customarily, these parts of the Wandering Mountains were only ventured into by brave 

men and women aspiring to knighthood, which could be achieved if they found the White Bear, 

cut off its paw, and returned it to the king. The way the paw was given mattered. King Olin 

didn’t see aspiring knights on request, so instead they had to find a unique and clever way to 

present the paw to him before he’d grant knighthood. 

I enjoyed seeing the different ways knights offered the paw, like when Briggs snuck it 

into the king’s chambers, but my favorite was under the silver platter at dinner one evening. 

Even the cook was surprised. 

It was a tradition that continued from before I was born, and the idea behind the ritual 

hadn’t changed. Knights proved their soul’s purity by their ability to spot the White Bear, then 

proved their skill by acquiring the beast’s paw, then their cleverness in how they got the paw 

before their king. 

Pure, skilled, and clever. The three markings of an Elenvérs knight. 

As far as I knew, no one ever sought out the bear unless aspiring for knighthood. 

My legs tingled, and I shifted my crouched position from my feet to my knees to allow 

better blood flow. This position made it difficult to move quickly if needed, but it didn’t look 

like we’d be going anywhere any time soon. The snow started melting into my pants, and I 

instantly regretting the change in posture. I was about to shift back when Elis let out a sharp 

gasp. 



My head sprang up and eyes skirted across the terrain, looking for the White Bear. My 

fingers pulled back the bow string slightly, ready to fire. 

I saw nothing.  

To my side, Elis aimed her bow through the tree with a steady hand. “Finally,” she 

whispered. She slid her foot down quietly and moved her knee up, giving her a balanced base to 

shoot from.  

The trees must be blocking my sight. With as much stealth as I could muster, I tipped 

slightly to my left to find the same angle as Elis, whose eyes remained straight on the opening in 

the trees several meters ahead. Her arrow tracked some hidden movement. 

From my new position, I could see more than before. I saw the mass of pine trees, most 

with layers of snow reaching to their tops and small icicles hanging from periodic branches. I 

saw the mouth of the stream bursting from the heart of the mountain, the water flowing from the 

rocks as they carved their path downward, meeting to form the stream. I saw the sparkle in the 

air as the sunlight gleamed off the endless snow and reflected with a blinding white. 

I saw it all. 

There was no bear. 

“You’re a better shot, you shoot.” I barley heard her voice. My own ears rang. 

The White Bear only revealed itself to the pure of soul. Any others can’t see it. I’d never 

heard of an aspiring knight who didn’t see the bear. If there was one, they must have fled the 

kingdom in shame. A magical beast, the White Bear served one purpose—to reveal itself to those 

who sought it if they were worthy. He still put up a fight, as if he knew the trainees needed to 

prove their skill, but he never failed to show. 



Whether it was the same bear who showed himself each time, resurrected through the 

magic that kept him alive, no one knew. I believed it to be. Others thought it was a clan of bears 

that lived in these mountains and a different one was seen each time. Same bear or different one, 

two things were known: the bear was always alive and with all four paws, so if it was the same 

bear, he comes back to life and regrows his paw.  

And the bear only showed himself to the pure of heart. 

I didn’t see the bear. 

To hide my embarrassment, I dropped the arrow and cursed lightly. “You better shoot 

now before he gets away.” Jealousy filled me as I played with my arrow, pretending to stumble 

as I tried to notch it again while Elis focused on her shot.  

I didn’t consider myself to be a bad person. I definitely didn’t consider myself to be any 

less pure hearted than Elis. Why could she see the bear when I could not? 

Perhaps jealousy was one of the reasons the White Bear didn’t show itself to me. I had 

plenty to be jealous of. 

Elis released her shot. 

It struck against something on the side of the stream, and the tip turned invisible while 

the rest stayed suspended in the air. Hoping, I fired my arrow at the same spot. 

Just as my arrow hit, the image of a bear came into view. 

He stood by the side of the stream with his muzzle wet and dripping. The purest color of 

white adorned his coat of fur, paired with a striking blue in his eyes. He was larger than I thought 

he would be, especially as he stood up and let out a mighty roar, releasing a vibration through the 

trees.  



The roar sent me into motion. I notched another arrow and fired right for the vulnerable 

spot under his front arm. He came crashing down in time for my arrow to whiz past his shoulder. 

The White Bear charged. 

Together, my sister and I dropped our bows and drew our swords. She’d gotten a second 

arrow in his side, but the wound didn’t appear to bother him as he clambered at us in full speed. 

Elis ran around her side of the tree while I barreled through the snow in the opposite 

direction, drawing the bear my way. His eyes remained on me, not once flickering to Elis as she 

rounded the tree and came at him from the side. 

She let out a battle cry. If he didn’t see her before, he heard her now. 

His head swung in her direction as she whooped but he remained on his course for me. 

Not to be outmatched in gusto, I let out a loud shout and attacked the bear head on.  

The broadsword was one of my strengths but facing a charging bear was much different 

than facing Cassian in the battle arena. As similar to a bear as he was, fighting this creature 

would be more difficult. One thing I knew though, that it’d be foolish to attack a beast of this 

size head on. At the last moment I rolled out of the way, allowing him to run past me. Snow 

flicked up into my face as his grunts grew louder. Before he turned back around I was on my 

feet. Elis gave me a nod. Her feet planted into the snow as she rolled her sleeves up over her 

arms and narrowed her eyes. Her hand twitched over the hilt of her sword. 

The beast eyed us before running again for me. Together, from our opposite angles, we 

charged him. 

He pulled up to his two feet and swung as we neared. My mind told me to aim for his 

sharp paws that clawed in my direction. After all, the paw was all we needed. But before I could 



swing, the bear gnarled at us, revealing a mouth full of sharp teeth, and I debated stabbing 

toward the face to keep the muzzle away from me. 

Those teeth. I shouldn’t have looked at the teeth. Sweat formed on my brow despite the 

chill in the air. 

The claws were the closer, more immediate threat, so I swiped at those. Unfortunately, I 

angled my sword outward too far, so as the bear swung, he hit the broadside of my sword, 

sending it back down into the snow. Luckily, Elis was faster. She aimed her sword for his paw 

and swung with all her might, slicing into his arm.  

The White Bear dropped to three of his paws and let out a roar. Before he could move 

further, I drove my sword across his wound and separated the rest of the paw from his body. 

Crimson mixed with the white terrain. 

Our swords stayed tight in our hands as we watched to see what he would do next.  

The White Bear seemed to understand what we’d come for, and he slowly backed up. 

Relief filled my chest that the fight was short lived. I’d been prepared for much worse. My heart 

raced within me, and I left small puffs of breath floating through the air as I breathed quickly. 

The stub where his paw once was had stopped bleeding, confirming that the bear held 

magical properties of some sort. With his eyes fixed on us, the White Bear lowered himself into 

a deep bow, as if congratulating us on the easy victory. His gaze lingered on me, and something 

flowed through me. 

Fear. He knew I hadn’t seen him. He knew I wasn’t worthy.  

He can’t know that. He’s just a bear.  

Still, his eyes studied me for a few moments before he turned and hobbled off back 

across the mountain. My tight chest slowly remembered how to breathe. 



Elis had already pulled out a cloth and was wrapping the paw. “Why didn’t you shoot 

first?” 

I cleaned my sword off in the snow. “I dropped my arrow.” 

She peeked up at me. “You saw him, right?” The accusation was clear in her voice. 

I feigned an innocent face. “Of course I saw him. Did you not see me fighting alongside 

you?” My voice came out slightly strained, but I did my best to cover it. I didn’t need to share 

my failure with her or have her question why I hadn’t seen the bear at first. Perhaps it was a 

fluke in the magic that surrounds him. Or perhaps it was the jealousy in my heart. There was 

plenty to be jealous of. 

I’ll do better. I’ll be better. 

She fastened twine around the cloth and tossed me the paw. 

“Alright, now tell me what you plan to do with that. You aren’t planning to become a 

knight, are you? I doubt your father would approve of his daughter being a knight.” 

Ah, my father. I scoffed at the word. “Unless the king wishes to claim his daughter in 

front of the court, he couldn’t protest as my father, and he has no grounds to protest as my king.” 

Elis was my sister, but not by blood. After my mother gave birth to me, she took 

advantage of her close friendship with Elis’s mother by beseeching her to do something no 

mother should have to do. The queen traded me to Elis’s parents in return for their newly-born 

son to claim as her own. That boy, Cassian was raised as the king and queen’s child—a secret 

guarded behind icy walls. 

I wonder if my first cries had even stopped echoing in the halls before she had decided to 

give me away. 



King Olin and Queen Marigold would never publicly claim me as their daughter, and 

they had valid reason not to. I never should have been born. My existence would prove 

detrimental to the kingdom. 

And we all knew the affairs of Elenvérs come first. 

“So that’s it then? You plan to be a knight? That’s how you want to spend the last of your 

days?” 

“For the record, I’d make a great knight,” I said. “But no.” I fished our tent from where 

we’d buried it in the snow and clasped it to my back. 

Then I waited until Elis finished refastening the belt with her broadsword on her hip so I 

could see the expression on her face when I announced our next destination. At last, she glanced 

up to find me grinning foolishly. 

“Now we travel to Witch Marlogne’s home to offer the paw and demand she removes 

this blasted curse that holds me.” 

Elis swore vividly. 

 



CHAPTER TWO 

 The frozen mountain terrain stretched ahead as we trudged onward. The sky offered small 

flurries of snowflakes that swirled about, prompting us to draw our parkas closer to our numb 

faces. A light gray hue settled over the sky, bringing clouds close enough to the mountain that I 

could almost touch them. Wind hissed through the air, breaking up the bitter silence that settled 

between us. Every once and again Elis offered a comment—a harsh comment—about my 

choices, but my resolve wouldn’t waver. Not even for her. 

 At last Elis quieted, but she remained fuming with her arms crossed over her chest and 

stomped behind me.  

 I ignored her and kept my focus ahead. 

 Because I grew up in the ice palace between the Northern Mountains and the Wandering 

Mountains, I should know how to tell the difference between the snow-covered rocks, but the 

Wandering Mountains were foreign to me. It all looked the same— no specific landmarks stuck 

out to encourage me in the right direction.  

There had been no need to venture into these mountains before today, but now I wished 

I’d explored them more freely in my childhood.  

 I knew why I hadn’t. Parents tell children frightening tales about how you get lost in 

these mountains and left to the mercy of magical beings. Those tales were meaningless to me 

now. I wasn’t a naïve child anymore, and those magical beings might be my only hope.  

 It took me months to track down someone to give me directions to Witch Marlogne’s 

home, and I’d traded a beautiful rug for a copy of the scrap of paper they called a map. I fished 

the paper out now, squinting at it as if I hadn’t already memorized every inch. In vain, I 



attempted to match it to the scene before me, desperate for validation that I was on the right path. 

No such validation came. 

 We traveled low in the mountains, moving north in search of the mysterious witch. The 

trees grew taller here, and the snow stacked heavier, slowing our movements. We left a clear trail 

behind us that anyone could follow if they wanted, but we saw no signs of other life. A large 

stream sat idle at the foothill of the mountains at our side, the water frozen in place, mirroring the 

dull gray of the sky. The weather did nothing to help our mood, in fact it seemed to escalate 

Elis’s anger.  

 She’d come around soon. She always did. 

 My stomach curled within me, letting out a low vibration of protest. We packed light for 

our journey with no more than a sack of food to last us the week. If we reached the witch tonight, 

it would take three days to return home, and we’d need every last crumb from the bag to keep up 

our strength. 

 Perhaps we should have killed the bear and eaten him to fill our bellies.  

 The desire to eat a magic bear might be the sort of thing that made my soul unworthy, 

and the thought made me frown again. What made the bear the official measurer of our soul’s 

purity? My soul was just as good as any others. 

 Elis had seen the bear. My frown deepened. If Elis saw it then I should have seen it too, 

for despite not being blood sisters, we were as similar as two beings could be. We both carried 

the same ambition to make something of ourselves, we both had the same opinions of the politics 

of the land, and we both carried the same sweet tooth.  

 We were the same—and yet, Elis had seen the bear while I had not. 



 “You should have told me where we were going.” Elis broke the silence with a sharp 

tone. 

 I didn’t turn to face her. “Would it have changed your mind?” 

 “It certainly would! I don’t care to die!” 

 I laughed, but the sound carried no joy. “You’ve been fed too many tall tales, sister.” 

 “We’ve heard the same tales, sister.” She spat the word. “Did you forget about Corbin 

Gallaway?” 

 I flinched at the name of the man who died at the witch’s hand a few months back. “He 

didn’t bring the paw as a gift, and his knee was always weak. He didn’t stand a chance in the 

fight. We do. Did you forget about how we defeated that dragon?” A patch of clouds thinned out, 

revealing a hint of sunlight behind them. I envisioned the sun wanted to come out to watch me 

and Elis quarrel. Our fights were always a spectacle, but they never lasted long. 

 Elis caught up with me just so I could watch as she continued stomping by my side. She 

huffed as she spoke, casting her breath through the air. Her nose looked redder now, and her hair 

didn’t move as she turned her head. Frozen in place. She licked her lips before speaking. “That 

baby dragon. And we were alone with him for no more than a few seconds before knights caught 

up to us and defeated him while we waved our swords around in the air.” 

 I grinned, but I kept my smile on the side of my face that Elis couldn’t see so she 

wouldn’t know my anger was subsiding. She usually backed off sooner if she thought me in a 

bad mood. “That’s not how the story went when we snuck out to tell it at the tavern that night.” 

 “We got in trouble for that, if I recall right.” 

 “We get in trouble for everything! We will likely get in trouble for this!” 

 “Then why are we going?” 



 Now I turned and planted my feet firmly in the ground. “I told you. You know why. You 

know how much this could mean to me.” 

 It seemed she’d forgotten about my curse, and the remembrance of it quieted her. She 

looked me over, frozen as still as the seracs climbing into the sky behind her.  

 “You know I need to try,” I repeated.  

 “Would you die for this?” she asked. In all our years, she’d never asked me that. 

 I didn’t need to think about it. “I’ll die anyway.” 

 Six months: that’s how long I had. Six months until I was destined to prick my finger and 

fall asleep for a hundred years, just as my mother had and her mother before her. Six months 

until everyone I knew vanished and I woke up in a world I didn’t belong to. Six months until my 

kingdom fell from my grasp and Cassian took over on a throne that was not his. Six months to 

break the curse that has never been broken.  

 I had six months until I lost everything, and I was willing to give anything to save myself 

from that terrible fate. 

 Elis tried to understand but she couldn’t. I was wrong, we weren’t as similar as two 

beings could be, because she didn’t have this curse over her, and this curse—it defined me.  

 She knew how badly I wanted to break it, and about all the things I’d tried in vain. She 

knew the pain this caused me. She saw all the nights I cried in my bed next to hers, and while she 

kindly ignored my tears, I knew she didn’t forget them. She knew. More than anyone, she knew. 

 Yet she didn’t know how much I was willing to lose for this. She didn’t know I was 

willing to die, because I’d rather die in this lifetime than wake up in one where I’ve been 

forgotten. 



 My mother didn’t know she carried the curse in her, so she couldn’t try to break it. My 

grandmother, from what I learned, hadn’t been willing to die to break this curse. I was. I would 

die for this, and that relentless determination would be the thing that freed me from my bonds. 

 Witch Marlogne would be the key. 

 A tricky witch to pin down, she never stayed in one place for long. That’s why when 

news reached Elenvérs that she settled in the Northern Mountains, I’d devoted everything to 

getting to her house and asking her to help break the curse. First identifying what object she 

would find valuable enough to barter for, then tracking down the map, and now finally setting 

out to see her and praying she hadn’t moved on already. 

 This had to work. I wouldn’t allow it not to. 

 The plan relied on her generosity, so news of Corbin Galloway’s death was worrisome, 

but I’d met Corbin and never found him to be a pleasant fellow in the first place. Perhaps Witch 

Marlogne felt the same way. Maybe it’d give us something to talk about to ease the tension. 

 “I’d rather you asleep than dead.” Elis’s soft voice interrupted my thoughts. She pulled 

back her hood as the snow and wind had died down, and the tips of her ears poked out from her 

hair, pink as lady’s slippers. One hand gripped the bag slung over her shoulder, while the other 

rested on her sword. The anger in her eyes subdued. “After waking, you’ll still have so much life 

to live. Eventually you’ll forget about us.” 

 The corners of my mouth drew down. The possibility of forgetting them isn’t what 

worried me; that could never happen. But they might forget about me. 

 Elis hated that I brought her into potential danger without being upfront about it; her 

sulking told me that much, but part of me envied her for not realizing how important this was. 

She couldn’t understand, because she would live a long normal life whereas mine was destined 



to be broken up by a century. That was something that no one besides my mother could relate to. 

And since my parents deemed it safer for our kingdom to have a crown prince who could take 

my father’s place rather than a princess who would fall asleep one day and leave the line of 

succession broken, no one else knew, so no one could try to understand. They couldn’t see my 

pain. 

 They couldn’t see how broken I was within. 

 In all senses of the word, I was alone. 

 “Let’s just focus on finding that witch.” 

 Beside me, Elis sucked in her breath and drew to a halt, pointing her arm across the way. 

“I think we found her.” 

 She saw everything first. 

 Around the bend of the foot of the mountain sat a little hut nestled against the rocks and 

snow. The hut was built with wood and a swooping roof that made way to icicles hanging off the 

sides, each one the exact same shape as the others, looking like more decoration than real ice. It 

looked like something from a drawing book, and I had no trouble believing this house belonged 

to some special creature. The rest of the hut looked perfect, too. The door curved at the top, with 

a handle made of something dark red. The color’s resemblance to blood was not lost on me, and 

once I spotted the red, I began to see other flashes of the same color built into the hut. Red along 

the window frame. Red in the rug by the door. Red in the paneling on the walls.  

 My steps faltered, sudden nerves catching up to me. Infuriatingly, Elis carried on, as if 

she hadn’t been worried about the witch moments before. I wouldn’t be outbraved by her. My 

feet took me toward the door at a slightly faster pace than Elis, so I reached the threshold a few 

moments before her. 



 Once there, all other emotions melted away— my frustration with Elis, my confusion at 

not seeing the bear, my fears about the curse—it all disappeared to be replaced with anticipation 

for what stood inside the smooth, wooden door with the red handle. 

 Elis and I took a deep breath almost in unison. Her eyes found mine, and we drew 

bravery from each other’s glance before we willingly put ourselves at the mercy of the witch. 

 Elis really didn’t get enough credit as a reliable sister. I would never be able to repay her 

for joining me today, and I knew she would never ask me to. 

 I held my hand sturdy as I knocked, so the first image the witch got of us was one of 

strength. Then, we held our hands clasped in front of us, notably away from our swords, as we 

waited for an answer. 

 Creak, creak, tap. Someone moved inside. My hand itched for my blade, but I held it at 

bay against all instincts, certain this exchange would go better if I started it off without a weapon 

in my hand.  

 Elis’s breath tripped beside me, the first indication that she was nervous.  

 I watched the window, but if the witch peeked out, she did so without being spotted. 

 The knob turned sharply, and the door yanked open, jolting me slightly. 

 Witch Marlogne stood in the doorway. She was half as wide as the door itself and just as 

short as she was plump. Her purple dress fell past her knees exposing thick ankles, and her dark 

skin suggested she originated from the western countries. Darkness filled her eyes, but after a 

second look I saw streaks of brown running through them. Two wrinkles spread by the corners of 

each eye, but the rest of her skin remained smooth. Her hair was braided down her back and 

curled back up into her dress pocket. I stared at it, the length easily twice the length of any hair 

I’d seen before. 



 A small dragon with beady red eyes sat at the tip of one of her silver shoes. I thought I 

saw the dragon move, but I must have been wrong. 

 This wasn’t what I expected a witch to look like. Where were the warts, or the 

horrendous smell? The black caldron with slimy green potions? As far as I could see, she had no 

warts, and the only smell was slight cinnamon mixed with apples that wafted through the air, 

greeting us pleasantly and giving me the feel of home. Calm. The feeling of calm oozed from her 

house. I urged my senses to be on guard for trickery. 

 Witch Marlogne examined us as we studied her. When she spoke, her voice sounded like 

rocks striking against each other. “You are not the children I ordered to eat. Ahh well, I suppose 

I’ll save you for dinner.” She wagged a plump finger at Elis, who impressively didn’t waver. 

 I kept my voice neutral. “Witch Marlogne,” I started, unsure of the proper way to address 

a traveling witch, “We are Rowan and Elis Trelluse, and we have brought a gift in exchange for 

your assistance.” I held up the cloth containing the bear’s paw, which she eyed with greed.  

 She made a humming noise within her throat and tapped her fingers against her chin in a 

quick manner before she shrugged. “Perhaps I kill you now and take the paw for myself, hmm?” 

 She must hold a fair amount of magic to have known a paw lay within the folds of the 

cloth. I snatched it back behind me and out of her sight before she could reach for it. “If you try 

to harm us, I’m afraid I’ll have to kill you first.” 

 Elis eyed me. We hadn’t spoken of how we would attempt to woo Witch Marlogne into 

assistance, but I was aware that threatening her was probably not the smartest move I could 

make. I’d have to push past my instinct to find a pleasanter tone, if not for my sake, then for 

Elis’s, who had nothing to gain from this trip, but plenty to lose. That fact warranted more 

caution from my side. 



 The words had already been said, and now we waited for her reply. Witch Marlogne 

merely chuckled and held the door open wider. “I was merely teasing you, girl. This will be fun. 

Come, come inside.” She turned and waddled in, leaving the door open behind her as she 

chuckled again. 

 Before I could step in, Elis put a hand on my arm. “Kill her? Are you sure that’s how you 

wanted to play that? Is angering her wise?” She eyed the cottage wearily. 

 I brushed off her arm. “I got us in, didn’t I?” 

 I ignored her tight lips while I unlatched my sword and set it outside the door. Then I 

entered the dimly lit cottage. Elis did the same, though more hesitant to relinquish her sword 

before joining me inside just as the door slammed behind us with a crack that vibrated our bones. 

 Both of our heads whirled back while a slow smile came from the witch, each white tooth 

glittering off what light remained from outside the windows.  

 Her voice crawled out to meet us. “Welcome to my home.” 



CHAPTER THREE 

 The cottage interior looked normal at first glance, but as I continued observing, I spotted 

strange variances from usual homes. A painting of a boat that sailed slowly across the sea visibly 

moved as I watched it. A small flame burned inside a closed jar, though there was no kindling. A 

couch looked to be covered in toad skin. 

It was fascinating. 

Thick magenta fabric hung across six windows, three from each side, preventing the 

sunlight from entering. Instead, a fireplace crackled in the corner, and along with the fire in the 

jar, effectively lit the interior of the cottage. The curling flames brought a mystical aura to the 

room, and shadows danced among the sparks. 

It was a bookshelf that interested me the most. The shelves were lined with books and 

knickknacks of all sorts. A small pouch here, a vile there, little wooden trinkets on the bottom 

shelf. I understood none of them. A jar in the middle held tiny animal skulls, most likely rodents. 

But what made this bookshelf different was how it wrapped up to the ceiling and back down 

without ever stopping. 

 How did none of the objects fall? How did she reach her books? 

Elis nudged me and nodded back toward the fireplace. I peered harder. A small dragon 

lay within the flames, his red, scaly back rising and falling with content breathing. 

That was enough to remind me of the danger here, and I cursed under my breath. I hadn’t 

thought this through; magic was not a foe I could conquer. 

“So, tell me again who you are.” 

I looked back to Witch Marlogne, who stood over a table chopping lettuce with her smile 

set low and face relaxed, patiently waiting as we’d devoured the details of her home. 



 “I am Lady Rowan Trelluse, and this is Lady Elis Trelluse, daughters of Weston and 

Corrin Trelluse.” 

 At my words, she slammed the knife down into the table, driving the blade into the thick, 

dark wood. Her skirts flared as she spun toward me dramatically. “You dare come into my house 

and lie to me?” 

 My throat went dry. 

 She waved her wrinkled hand over us, flicking her fingers. “Again. Who are you?” With 

a small grunt, she plucked the knife out of the table and returned to chopping lettuce as if she 

hadn’t just stabbed the table a moment before. 

 I let my breath out slowly as I exchanged a glance with Elis. She shook her head.  

 How could Witch Marlogne know? She couldn’t know. 

 “We are Rowan and Elis Trelluse, raised by Weston and Corrin Trelluse from the 

kingdom of Elenvérs.” 

 Honest, but just enough. 

 Witch Marlogne’s laugh crackled through the room. Her belly shook with her shoulders. 

“You think you can trick me?” She pointed a big finger toward Elis. “You. You are Elis Trelluse, 

daughter of Weston and Corrin Trelluse.” Her finger slid to hover over me. “But you? Tell me 

who you are. For is that not the very reason you’ve come to me?” 

 My stomach turned within me. I’d hoped to ask her to remove the curse without telling 

her how I’d gotten it. My life had been spent hiding my parentage, and I’d never given away that 

secret. I’d remained true to my word, as my parents had, and the Trelluse’s, and the handful of 

people who knew. We’d all kept it a secret for the sake of the kingdom. But Witch Marlogne 

knew who I was despite that.  



 My shoulders slumped. “I wasn’t expecting you to know; the cave mages don’t. You 

must be smarter than them.” Perhaps flattery would help me here. 

 She laughed again as she piled the lettuce into a bowl. “Or more honest.” 

 For a second, I stopped breathing. The possibility of the cave mages seeing my true 

identity and not revealing it hadn’t occurred to me. 

 “But yes,” Witch Marlogne said as she got out three bowls. “I am much smarter. Prettier, 

too.” 

 Elis’s arms remained crossed since we entered the cottage. Her nostrils flared. “Listen 

witch, we aren’t here to play games. If you know why we’ve come, then can you help us or not?” 

 Now I was the one signaling Elis to ease up, but she ignored me, staring into Witch 

Marlogne as if her eyes could pierce her.  

 The witch didn’t seem to mind. “I can’t help if she isn’t honest. Tell me who you are.” 

 I’d spoken my true name many times, most often in front of mirrors as I pretended it was 

the moment that I revealed myself to the kingdom. My curse would be broken, and I would take 

my place next to my parents to claim my title. I hadn’t pictured it being like this.  

 If I wanted to break the curse, I must trust her. She already knew the truth anyhow.  

 “I am Princess Rowan Sordwill, daughter of King Olin and Queen Marigold, rightful heir 

to the Elenvérs throne.” 

 Far less fanfare than I’d expected. It was hard not to feel disappointed with the moment. 

 Witch Marlogne grinned and made bubbling noise within her throat before she coughed 

and brought two bowls toward us. “Eat. You’re both hungry.” 



 Though uncertain about how much we could trust her or the food she prepared, the idea 

of nourishment was too good to pass up. I’d preferred something heartier than vegetables, but I’d 

take what I could get. Elis grimaced at the bowl, but I grabbed with eager hands. 

 “It won’t hurt you, dear.” Witch Marlogne waved the second bowl under Elis’s nose, who 

finally took it with a huff. I slid my parka off my back and settled into the couch with the bowl 

on my lap, keeping one eye firmly on the witch as she made herself a bowl and sat across from 

us. 

 “So, you wish to break your grandmother’s curse?” 

 The comment seemed obvious. I couldn’t imagine not wishing to break the curse that 

holds me. “Clearly I do.”  

 My tone came out sharper than intended, and she stabbed into her lettuce as reply. 

“There’s no need for unpleasantness lass. What makes you think you can when your mother and 

grandmother couldn’t?” 

 Beside me Elis hadn’t taken a bite yet but inspected every piece of vegetation thoroughly. 

I shrugged my shoulders as I prepared another bite. The bowls and forks were made of dull wood 

which made it difficult to pierce the lettuce. “I’m more strong-willed than my grandmother, 

and—” 

 “You never met her; that’s an arrogant thing to assume.” 

 My eyes squinted at the witch’s stoic expression. I couldn’t tell if she was mocking me or 

not. “I’ve heard stories.” 

 “Reliable.” Definitely mocking me. At least she didn’t appear threatening; Corbin must 

have done something rash to infuriate her enough to kill. Besides the brief moment when she 

attacked the table with her knife, I hadn’t seen a hint of aggression from her. 



 I returned to my salad. “Anyway, she couldn’t break it and my mother never even tried.” 

 Though she must have known this, Witch Marlogne put down her fork to study me. “And 

does that hurt you, that she’s never tried to break her daughter’s curse? That she’s leaving you to 

your doom.” 

 I hadn’t meant that. I meant that my mother never tried to break her own curse, because 

she hadn’t known she carried it. But while she can’t be blamed for her lack of attempt before the 

curse took hold, she knew that I held the curse. She knew, and never had done a thing to break it. 

Both her and King Olin hadn’t done a thing to break my curse, but instead prepared me for a life 

without them by handing me off to be raised by another family while they took that family’s son 

as their own. A son in place of a daughter who never should have been born. 

 “They believe it can’t be broken, so they think it’s better that I live the life that I have 

without fighting it.” 

 “And when they saw you chose to fight anyway; they still chose not to fight alongside 

you?” 

 Elis shoved her untouched bowl away. “Enough. Can you help her or not?” 

 Witch Marlogne sighed and brought her empty bowl to her bookshelf to set it down. Then 

she moved along the bookshelf, looking through her items. Finally, her hand settled on a small 

chest with golden lining. When she opened it, a small glow came from within. 

 I allowed hope to curl within me. This could be it. She would help me break the curse and 

I would be free.  

 I’d march back into Elenvérs and remove Cassian from my position, claim my rightful 

place as the heir of Elenvérs, and lead this mighty country that I love with glory. 

 I wouldn’t fall asleep and fade from forgetful minds. 



 My hand reached for Elis’s, and I squeezed tight, waiting for whatever the witch held in 

that chest. 

 She turned around with her fingers clenched over the glow. When she spoke, her voice 

dripped with pity.  

“I cannot remove the curse. It is not within my power.” 

 With the release of my hope came a surge of anger, drawing me to my feet where I tried 

to walk out the frustration. My hands ran through my mass of hair as the emotions overwhelmed 

me. Disappointment. Sorrow. Anger. Frustration. 

Hopelessness.  

 I’d allowed myself to believe this could work, but in the end the witch turned out to be 

nothing more than a large, traveling lady with a few good tricks. 

 I’d given up my best rug for this. I’d cut off a perfectly nice bear’s paw for this. I’d 

frozen my lips for this. 

 I had placed all my hopes on this. 

 “Come on,” Elis picked up our bags. “If we leave now, we can make good progress 

before nightfall. Maybe return to Elenvérs by tomorrow night.” Her eyes held a sliver of pity for 

me, and I attempted a smile in return. 

 The witch’s crooked hand waved at us. “Now wait just a minute, I can’t break the curse, 

but maybe I can help.” 

 Curiosity made us pause, and in our hesitation, the witch released the grip on her fingers, 

exposing a small glowing golden orb in the palm of her hand. I leaned forward to see it better.  

 “These are very rare. If people hear that you have it, many will try to take it from you. 

It’s a wish. It has its limits, but it’s still a wish. It should be strong enough to help you.” 



 I eyed the ball. I’d heard of wish granters like this. “I suppose I can’t wish for my curse 

to be voided?” 

 “Even wishes have limits,” she repeated. 

 “Then what good is that for her?” Elis asked. 

 The witch snarled at Elis. “She’s a smart lass, she can think of something.” 

 The orb called to me, tempting me with its abilities. I stared at it in her hand, so small but 

so powerful.  

 Elis saw me eyeing the orb, so she posed the question, “What are the limits?”  

 “Can’t wish for more wishes, can’t break curses, can’t give you any sort of power.” She 

ticked off on her fingers as she listed. “It’s a one request only sort of thing, nothing ongoing, 

nothing too vague. And no future requests. The future is uncertain. Your wish has to be 

something that can be fulfilled right then and there.”  

 “Can it bring someone back to life?” 

 She thought before answering. “No. But I don’t know how that would help you.” 

 “Can it turn back time?” I asked this with more hope. If I held onto it, I could wait out my 

curse, then wish to go back a hundred years. My curse would be fulfilled, but I wouldn’t be gone, 

not really. 

 “No. It can’t play with time. It’s not that powerful.” 

 Her words crushed me. 

 Elis looked to me. “We have no use of the paw, at least this could help you.” 

 She was right. The paw did nothing for us, but the wish could prove useful. Just when I 

was about to fish the bear paw from my bag, the witch crackled. 

 “I wouldn’t trade it for the paw alone. I could use this to wish for a paw.” 



 Elis shook her head and groaned, grabbing her bag again and making for the door. I 

didn’t follow her, my eye glued to the wish. “What else do you want?” 

 She smiled. “Simple. I want to know what gifts the fairies gave you at birth.” 

 My eyes narrowed. She knew an uncomfortable amount of information about me. 

“Why?” 

 “Because I know everything else but that, and I’m a curious lady. Tell me,” she licked 

her lips. “What gifts did they give you?” 

 Elis shook her head, but I weighed the situation in my mind. There’s no harm in her 

knowing the seven gifts given to me, and the wish gave me new options. We’d come all this 

way, enduring the cold and the hunger to bring the bear’s paw to the witch so she could help us. 

It didn’t feel right to leave with nothing. 

 “The first fairy gave me gracefulness,” I started. Witch Marlogne lowered herself into her 

seat with a relaxed grin and her eyes half shut, as if I was reading her a soothing bedtime story. 

 “The second fairy gave me wisdom. The third gave me skill with the sword.” 

 She peeked open an eye. “Linda?” 

 I didn’t know she knew the fairies by name, but I nodded, then waited to see if she would 

say more. She didn’t, so I continued. “The next fairy, Giselle, gave me the gift of memory, so 

that I would be able to remember every moment spent with my family during the short time that 

we were together.” 

 Witch Marlogne laughed, leading perfectly into my next gift.  

 “Thistle gave me the gift of laughter, so that I would be able to face my sad story with 

joy.” 



 She opened her eye again and raised an eyebrow. I flustered, “At least, that’s what it was 

supposed to be for. In truth, the gift of laughter surfaces at unfortunate times.” 

 She shook her head. “Thistle. Such Thistle.” 

 Elis waited with a hand on the door, urging me to continue faster. “Nully gave me the gift 

of the voice of an angel.” 

 “She always does.” Witch Marlogne interrupted again. “And let me guess, Bluebell gave 

you beauty?” 

 I shook my head. “No, my mother didn’t want me to stand out among others.” 

 “Well with that hair you’d stand out, pretty or not!” 

 I flushed at the slight implication that I wasn’t pretty without a gift. Elis tapped on the 

door, reminding me that she wanted to leave. I took out the bear paw and set it on the table in 

front of the witch. 

 “Still one more gift.” 

I couldn’t forget. The last gift was one never bestowed upon a newborn before me, 

though I couldn’t feel blessed by it. “The last fairy took away my ability to ever bear a child.” 

The grin fell from her face, and I looked away from the pity that replaced it. Thanks to the gift of 

memory, I’d never forget how my mother put her hand over her chest and tears filled her eyes as 

the fairy gave me this gift. King Olin wrapped his arms around her, but she wasn’t upset. She 

looked the fairy in the eyes as a tear slid down her cheek. 

“Thank you,” my mother had whispered. “Thank you. She’ll never have this pain that’s 

inside me.” 

I mimicked the fairy’s words. “This curse will not carry on to your daughter. It will die 

with her.” 



 The gift was meant to bring peace to our minds. After me, no more daughters of my 

bloodline will be cursed to sleep for a hundred years. After me, my bloodline will be dead. The 

kingdom won’t know that though— they think the blood lives on in their treasured Cassian, the 

boy who has what should be mine. The boy who was given both my title and my kingdom to 

protect the people from the uncertainty that comes with a princess who will fall asleep one day. 

Cassian is the safe option; no curse lingered over him. 

 It wouldn’t matter for long. I’d use this wish to make things right. 

 Witch Marlogne’s bones creaked as she straightened her bent body and waddled towards 

me, wrapping her hands around mine and dropping the wish into my palm. “Take the wish and 

use it wisely.” 

 The sky was beginning to fade outside the doorway that Elis stepped through without 

saying goodbye. I followed her before realizing I’d left my bag behind. As I turned, Witch 

Marlogne held it out for me. 

 Before I could thank her, she spoke. “You didn’t see the bear, did you?” 

 My fingers froze outstretched. Her smile told me she knew the answer, and she made that 

noise in her throat again. “Interesting. I’m very curious how your story will play out.” 

 I’d almost forgotten about the blasted bear. “It must have been a mistake; I saw it after a 

moment.” I explained as I grabbed my bag and headed for the door, checking to be certain Elis 

hadn’t heard the witch’s speculation.  

 “One more thing,” her voice stopped me at the threshold. “The wish has limits, but I 

believe it can break your curse. You’ll just have to be smart enough.” 



 It’d be more helpful if she told me how, but I had six months to figure it out. It wasn’t 

over yet, but now I had hope. I thanked her for the wish as I shut the door behind me, still 

nursing my disappointed heart that dared to believe I could break my curse so easily. 

 


